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Abstract— Space-time codes were designed for fading environ-
ments in order to improve system capacity and/or to achieve a
diversity gain. In this paper, a novel possible applicationof the
Alamouti space-time block code (STBC) for two transmit anten-
nas is investigated, to provide a switchless alternative incurrent
resilient microwave radio links. Resilient means that transmitter
(Tx) and receiver (Rx) are each equipped with two complete, in-
dependent, parallel Tx/Rx chains and particularly with two anten-
nas. Conventionally, only one Tx/Rx chain is active, while the other
one is kept in a ‘hot-stand-by’ mode. In the proposed alternative
system design based on the Alamouti STBC, both Tx antennas are
utilized at the same time. Since the Alamouti STBC is backward
compatible with the single transmit antenna system, one Tx chain
may fail without causing a rate loss. However, a resilient Tx/Rx
structure implies that two independent local oscillators are em-
ployed for up-conversion as well as for down-conversion, i.e., the
local oscillators at each antenna may independently differfrom the
nominal carrier frequency. It is shown here that in this casethe or-
thogonality of the Alamouti STBC is lost, even if the frequency off-
sets are perfectly known at the receiver. Analytical expressions for
the bit error probability as a function of the frequency offsets are
derived, and the performance loss occurring in the case of perfect
and non-perfect knowledge of the frequency offsets at the receiver
is illustrated on the basis of simulation results.

Index Terms— Wireless communications, multiple antennas,
space-time codes, Alamouti scheme, microwave radio link, fre-
quency offset.

I. INTRODUCTION

I N WIRELESS communication systems, the application of
multiple transmit (Tx) and/or multiple receive (Rx) anten-

nas has recently gained much interest [1]. In fading environ-
ments, multiple antenna systems promise huge capacity gains
over conventional (1x1)-systems with only one Tx and one Rx
antenna (e.g., [2]–[4]) or – especially in rich scattering environ-
ments – large spatial diversity gains (e.g., [5]–[8]) or a trade-off
of both. Spatial diversity results from the fact that the individ-
ual transmission paths from the Tx antennas to the Rx antennas
are likely to fade independently, i.e., the probability that each
path is degraded at the same time is significantly smaller than
the probability that a single transmission path is in a deep fade.

In a multiple antenna system, signal processing is not only
performed in the time domain, but also in the spatial domain,
i.e., across the individual Tx and Rx antennas. Spatial multi-
plexing (SM) schemes such as the Bell Labs Layered Space-
Time Architecture (BLAST) [4] employ multiple antennas at
both sides of the wireless link and transmit independent data
streams over the individual Tx antennas. At the receiver, the
data streams are separated again by employing an interference-
cancellation (IC) type of algorithm. SM schemes enhance the
overall data throughput and yield a significant fraction of the
promised capacity. As opposed to SM schemes, space-time

codes (STCs) such as space-time trellis codes (STTCs) [9],[10]
and space-time block codes (STBCs) [11],[12] exploit spatial
diversity. This yields an additional diversity and/or coding
gain compared to the (1x1)-system. By this means, an im-
proved bit error rate performance is accomplished, which may
in turn be translated to higher throughput, if an adaptive mod-
ulation/channel coding scheme is applied. With STTCs and
STBCs, multiple antennas at the receiver are optional. Recently,
novel schemes have been introduced that are a combination of
SM and STC, e.g. [13].

In this paper, the novel possible application of STCs in re-
silient microwave radio communication links with a line-of-
sight (LOS) component1 is investigated [14]. Resilient means
that transmitter and receiver are each equipped with two com-
plete, independent, parallel Tx/Rx chains. In particular, two
antennas as well as two independent local oscillators (LOs),
employed for up/down-conversion of the transmitted/received
signals, are assumed at either end of the link. Due to resilience,
we do not want to couple the LOs.

Conventionally, only one Tx/Rx chain is active, while the
other one is kept in a ’hot-stand-by’ mode. Focus is on the
wireless interconnection of base stations (BSs) or other fixed
nodes within a cellular mobile radio network. Other applica-
tion examples include satellite links to fixed earth stations and
fixed broadband wireless access networks connecting residen-
tial sites to a high-data-rate backbone network (‘last mile’).
Here, an alternative resilient system design based on the Alam-
outi scheme2 [15] is proposed (Section II) because of the fol-
lowing reasons:� The Alamouti STBC is shown to yield significant diversity

gains under realistic assumptions, when the two Tx anten-
nas are simultaneously active (Section III).� The data rate of the conventional (1x1)-system is retained.� Since the Alamouti STBC is backward compatible with
the (1x1)-system, one Tx chain may fail without causing
a rate loss. Therefore, the proposed system based on the
Alamouti STBC is resilient as well.� The Alamouti STBC does virtually not affect the complex-
ity of the transmitter or the receiver.� Optionally, both antennas available at the receiver may be
utilized simultaneously.

Since two independent LOs are employed at each Tx antenna –
due to the resilient Tx structure, two different frequency offsets
typically occur in the transmitter, because the LOs may inde-
pendently differ from the nominal carrier frequency. The same�

It was already shown in [9] that STCs yield considerable diversity gains,
even if there is a strong LOS component.�

The Alamouti scheme is the simplest special case of an orthogonal STBC
and employs two transmit antennas.
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Fig. 1. Comparison between the transmitter structure a) of the conventional system and b) of the proposed system design based on the Alamouti STBC.
Components subject to possible failures are highlighted by gray color.

is true for the LOs in the receiver.
The same problem may occur, when distributed space-time

processing is applied, for example in relay-assisted wireless
networks, where several single-antenna relay nodes forwarding
the same information cooperate in a STC scheme, in order to
achieve a diversity gain [16].

The influence of the frequency offsets is investigated in Sec-
tion IV. It is shown that the orthogonality of the Alamouti
STBC is lost, even if a modified receiver is used having per-
fect knowledge of all involved frequency offsets. In Section V,
analytical expressions for the bit error probability as a function
of the frequency offsets are derived for the example of quater-
nary phase-shift keying (QPSK). On the basis of simulation re-
sults for a Rician fading channel, the performance loss which
occurs in the case of perfect and non-perfect knowledge of the
frequency offsets at the receiver is illustrated (Section VI).

II. PROPOSED SYSTEM DESIGN

In the following, the proposed resilient system design based
on the Alamouti STBC is presented. Throughout this paper, the
equivalent complex baseband representation is used.

In the Alamouti STBC, 8 -ary data symbols are processed
as pairs 9 : 9; < = : 9; > ?< < and are transmitted over two antennas
according to@ AB C : 9; < D: E 9; > ?<: 9; > ?< : E 9; < F GD H IJ K IL MKN ;GD H IJ K IL MKN ; > ?O OP LQ A ? P LQ A R (1)

where SATE denotes complex conjugation3. The Alamouti ma-

trix
@

is orthogonal and
@U @ B SV: 9; < VW > V: 9;> ?< VW T XW , where@U

is the hermitian conjugate of
@

and XW the (R Y R)-identity
matrix. In the case of a frequency-flat fading channel, this prop-
erty enables maximum-ratio combining (MRC) by means of a
simple matrix multiplication (see Section IV), provided that the
channel is perfectly known at the receiver [15].

In Fig. 1, the transmitter structure of the conventional system
is compared with the one of the proposed alternative system de-
sign based on the Alamouti STBC. As can be seen from Fig. 1,
the conventional system uses only one Tx chain at a time. As
opposed to this, the system design based on the Alamouti STBC
utilizes both Tx chains simultaneously. First, symbol mapping
and Alamouti mapping is performed. Subsequently, pulse shap-
ing is applied (square-root Nyquist filter Z[ S\ T). Finally, the
baseband signals are converted to passband and the resulting
RF signals are amplified and transmitted over the two Tx anten-
nas. It is assumed that the LOs employed to up-convert the two
transmission signals introduce frequency offsets ] ^[ _ (antenna
Tx1) and ] ^[W (antenna Tx2) with respect to the nominal car-
rier frequency ^` . Note that the step from the conventional sys-
tem to the proposed system does not require substantial modifi-
cations of the hardware.

At the receiver, one or two Rx antennas may be used. The
received RF signal(s) are converted to baseband, where a fre-
quency offset ] ^a_, ] ^aW is assumed for the first and the second
Rx antenna. Then, matched filtering and sampling is performed
and finally Alamouti detection and symbol demapping.b

In this paper, the transposed of the original matrix [15] is used.
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Fig. 2. Example for a resilient point-to-point link between two BSs within a
cellular mobile radio network.

III. APPLICATION EXAMPLE: WIRELESS

INTERCONNECTION OF BASE STATIONS

In many cellular mobile radio networks, microwave radio
links are used in order to interconnect BSs or other fixed
nodes within the network, like base station controllers (BSCs)
or mobile switching centers (MSCs). Such point-to-point
microwave radio links are especially useful in rural areas,
where the average distance between two nodes tends to be
quite large. By implementing resilient links, maintenance
of particularly important links may be granted with a high
probability. An example for a resilient link between two BSs
within a cellular network [17] is given in Fig. 2.

A. Link Model and Channel Model

Based on realistic assumptions, a link model and a channel
model is developed in [14] for a point-to-point microwave radio
link between two BSs situated in a rural area. For detailed infor-
mation concerning system parameters and assumptions made,
see [14].

The link model comprises an LOS component and a scattered
component, in which all rays reflected from the earth’s surface
are combined [18, Ch. 5.4]. The amplitude of the scattered com-
ponent is assumed to be Rayleigh-distributed. Apart from the
earth’s surface, no other scatterers are taken into account.

The equivalent discrete-time channel model is determined by
just two characteristic parameters. The first parameter is a delayef of the scattered component with respect to the LOS compo-
nent (due to the path length difference). The second parame-
ter is the Rice factor g hi j k l m nj opq , where j k l m and j opq
are the average received powers of the LOS component and the
scattered component, respectively. In the case of a small hori-
zontal distance between the two BSs, the path length difference
is comparably large and thus is ef . At the same time, the scat-
tered component is strongly attenuated. The converse applies
if the horizontal distance is large. For realistic system parame-

ters and dry conditions, one obtains the following values for the
delay ef and the Rice factor g :r ‘Short distance scenario’ (horizontal distance 500 m):ef s t hu v , g s w x y z ,r ‘Long distance scenario’ (horizontal distance 30 km):ef s t ht t { v , g s t y z ,

where v denotes the symbol duration, which is assumed to
be t ht | }s. In the short distance scenario, the channel is an
additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) channel, due to the
large value of g . However, in the long distance scenario, the
channel is virtually a frequency-flat Rician fading channel (due
to the small delay ef ) with a strong Rayleigh component. It
appears that for data rates of practical interest, the channel is
approximately flat for all horizontal distances, since either ef
is small or the scattered component is strongly attenuated [14].

B. Diversity Gains Under Realistic Assumptions

The following simulation results illustrate the performance
improvements obtainable by means of the Alamouti scheme for
the above application example. The simulation results were ob-
tained by means of Monte-Carlo simulations over ut ~ blocks,
where each block contained 100 QPSK symbols (� i �, Gray
mapping used). Channel coding was not performed. An outer
channel code may, however, be added to further improve per-
formance. For the scattered component, quasi-static fading was
assumed, i.e., the channel is constant over a complete block
and changes randomly from one block to the next. The individ-
ual links between the Tx and Rx antennas were considered sta-
tistically independent. The channel coefficients were perfectly
known at the receiver.

Fig. 3 presents simulation results for the long distance sce-
nario, which is the crucial scenario in practice. Moreover,
analytical curves are included [19, Ch. 14.4] for diversity re-
ception of uncoded QPSK over � statistically independent
Rayleigh fading channels with identical average signal-to-noise
ratios (SNRs) of �� � n� � �n� (� � denotes the single-sided noise
power density and � � the average energy per data symbol). In
all cases, � � n� � is normalized w.r.t. the number of Tx and Rx
antennas. As shown in Fig. 3, the bit error rate (BER) perfor-
mance of the conventional (1x1)-system is very close to the case
of a Rayleigh fading channel (� i u). By means of the Alamouti
scheme with two Tx and one Rx antenna, a significant perfor-
mance gain is accomplished (6 dB at a BER of | � ut ��). Uti-
lization of a second Rx antenna yields further significant gain.
At the same BER, the overall gain w.r.t. the (1x1)-system is
9 dB, where MRC of the two received signals was applied (see
Section IV).

In the short distance scenario, there is no diversity to be
gained. The Alamouti scheme therefore has the same perfor-
mance as the (1x1)-system.

IV. ORTHOGONALITY LOSS DUE TO FREQUENCY OFFSETS

The Alamouti STBC was designed for quasi-static flat fading
channels. In the following, it is shown that the orthogonal prop-
erties of the Alamouti STBC are lost given frequency offsets in
the transmitter and/or the receiver, even if a modified receiver
with perfect knowledge of all frequency offsets is employed.
This orthogonality loss will cause a performance degradation.
Similar considerations can be found in [8], where it is shown
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Fig. 3. Performance improvements for the long distance scenario.

that the orthogonal properties of the Alamouti STBC are lost
in the case of non-perfect channel estimation as well as in the
presence of fast fading or frequency-selective fading.

In the sequel, a quasi-static flat fading channel is assumed.
In this case, each transmission path from Tx antenna � (� � �� �)
to Rx antenna � (� � �� �) can be modeled by means of a
complex-valued channel coefficient � �� (effective memory
length of the discrete-time channel model � � �), which
is constant over the duration of an entire data block. It is
assumed that the receiver has perfect knowledge of the channel
coefficients at the beginning of each data block. For the time
being, a single data block is considered.

A. Ideal Local Oscillators

First, it is assumed that all LOs are ideal, i.e., � ��� � �
(� � � � �) and � ��� � � (� � � � �). Taking into account the
space-time mapping according to the Alamouti matrix � , the
received symbols � �� � and � �� � �� are given by the following
matrix equation [20, Ch. 7.3.2] (one Rx antenna is assumed) :  � �� �� ¡ �� � �� ¢£ ¤¥ ¦§ ¨©ª � (2)

« ¬   �  ® � ¯� ¡̄ � ¡ ¢£ ¤¥ ¦°
  ± �� �± ¡ �� � �� ¢£ ¤¥ ¦² ¨©ª �   ³ �� �³ ¡ �� � �� ¢£ ¤¥ ¦´ ¨©ª �

where « µ � is an arbitrary real-valued normalization factor4

and
³ �� � and

³ �� � �� denote samples of a complex additive
white Gaussian noise (AWGN) process with variance ¶ ·̄ , taken
at time index � and � � �, respectively. The channel matrix ¸ is
orthogonal, which is due to the orthogonality of the Alamouti
matrix � .¹

For a fair comparison with the conventional (1x1)-system, the overall trans-
mitted power should be normalized with respect to the number of Tx antennas

used, i.e., º should be chosen as º »¼ ½¾¿ À.

Maximum-likelihood (ML) detection of the symbols
± �� � and± �� � �� can simply be performed by means of the matrix-vector

multiplication ¸ Á Â �� � [15]. In this context, the orthogonality
of ¸ leads to a decoupling of

± �� � and
± �� � �� in terms of

independent (soft) estimates Ã± �� � and Ã± �� � ��:ÃÄ �� � � ¸ Á Â �� � � « ¸ Á ¸ Ä �� � � ÅÆ �� � � Ç È ÉÊÉ
ÃÄ �� � �   Ã± �� �Ã± ¡ �� � �� ¢ � ÅÆ �� � � ¸ Á Æ �� � ËÌ Í

¸ Á ¸ � ÎÏ�  Ï¯ � Ï� ¯ Ï¯ Ð£ ¤¥ ¦ÑÒ Ó Ô¯ Ñ (3)

Note that due to the diagonal structure of ¸ Á ¸ , the desired
symbols are always combined in a constructive way, because
they are multiplied by a sum of absolute terms. The noise, how-
ever, is combined incoherently (matrix ¸ Á ), which leads to a
diversity gain over the conventional (1x1)-system. The modi-
fied noise term is still white (and Gaussian) [15] since the auto-
correlation matrix of ÅÆ �� � is diagonal:Õ Ö́ Ö́ Ñ� × Ø ÅÆ �� � ÅÆ �� �Á Ù � Ú ¶ ·̄ ¬ Ô¯ � (4)

where × Û ÑÜ denotes expectation. Clearly, ML detection of the
data symbols

± �� � and
± ��� �� according to (3) still works if one

of the Tx antennas fails, because this corresponds to the special
case �  � � or � ¯  � �. However, a 3 dB loss in transmission
power has to be taken into account.

If a second Rx antenna is used, the vectors and matrices in
(2) are given by

Â �� � � ÝÞß �  �� �� ¡ �� � ��� ¯ �� �� ¡̄ �� � ��
àáâ � ¸ � ÝÞß �  ® � ¯ � ¡̄ � ¡� ¯ ® � ¯¯� ¡̄¯ � ¡¯

àáâ �
Ä �� � �   ± �� �± ¡ �� � �� ¢ � Æ �� � � ÝÞß

³  �� �³ ¡ �� � ��³ ¯ �� �³ ¡̄ �� � ��
àáâ � (5)

where �� �Ñ� and
³� �Ñ� denote the received symbols and the noise

samples at Rx antenna � , respectively (� � � � �). The soft esti-
mate ÃÄ �� � of Ä �� � is obtained as stated in (3), where nowÚ � ÎÏ�  Ï¯ � Ï� ¯ Ï¯ � Ï�¯  Ï¯ � Ï� ¯¯ Ï¯ Ð � (6)

i.e., MRC of the two received signals is performed.

B. Frequency Offsets Unknown at the Receiver

Now, frequency offsets � ��� (� � � � �) and � ��� (� � � � �)
occurring at the transmitter and the receiver, respectively, shall
be taken into account. The frequency offsets � ��  and � �� ¯
are typically different due to the resilient Tx structure (the same
holds for � �� and � ��¯). In the transmitter, up-conversion of
the transmission signal of Tx antenna � is performed by mul-
tiplying the baseband signal with Éã ä �� å �æ ç�è � � ��� é ê� (cf.



Fig. 1), where ë denotes the absolute time and ì í î ï ð. Down-
conversion in the receiver is done by multiplying the received
signal of Rx antenna ñ with òó ô õïì ö÷ øùú û ü ùýþ ÿ ë�. There-
fore, the channel coefficient associated with the transmission
path from Tx antenna � to Rx antenna ñ can be modeled as��þ òó ô õì ö÷ ü ù �þ �� � �í ��þ òó ô õì ��þ õ� �� �
where � denotes the symbol duration and ü ù �þ �í ü ù	 � ï ü ùýþ .
This leads to a modified channel matrix, which is now time-
varying. If a single Rx antenna is used, one obtains
� õ�� í � � � ò �� �� ��� ï�� � ò ���� ������ � ò����� ��� � � � � ò����� ��� � � � (7)

and in the case of a second Rx antenna


� õ�� í ����
� � ò �� �� ��� ï�� � ò ���� ���� �� � ò����� ��� � � � � ò����� ��� ��� � ò �� �� ��� ï��� � ò ���� ���� ��� � ò����� ��� � � �� � ò����� ��� �

��� � (8)

Suppose that for � í !, the channel coefficients
��þ are perfectly

known at the receiver, but the frequency offsets are not taken
into account. Then the receiver will use matrix

�
instead of
� õ�� in order to perform symbol detection according to (3).

Then, "# õ�� í $ �% 
� õ� � # õ� � û &' õ�� � (9)

The noise vector &' õ� � is the same as in (3). However, the matrix

product
�% 
� õ�� is no longer a diagonal matrix:�% 
� õ�� �í � (  õ�� ) õ��)� õ�� ( � õ�� � *í +,-./ � � 0� � (10)

In the case of a single Rx antenna, one obtains(  õ�� í 1� 1� � ò �� �� ��� û 1�� 1� � ò����� ��� �( � õ�� í 1� 1� � ò����� ��� � û 1�� 1� � ò ���� ��� (11)

) õ�� í ���� 2ò����� ��� � ï ò ���� ��� 3)� õ�� í ���� 2ò����� ��� � ï ò �� �� ��� 3 �
The corresponding expressions for the case of two Rx antennas
are given in the Appendix.

This loss of orthogonality means that the desired symbols4 õ�� and
4 õ�û ð� are not necessarily combined in a constructive

way anymore, because now the absolute terms in the diagonal

elements of
�% 
� õ�� have erroneous phase-offsets. Apart from

this, 4 õ�� and 4 õ� û ð� are weighted by different factors
(  õ� �

and
(� õ��. The secondary diagonal elements ) õ�� and )� õ� �

introduce an additional error term to the soft estimates
"4 õ� � and"4 õ� û ð� 5. Note that (10) reduces to (3) if all frequency offsetsü ù �þ are zero.5

Similar effects are caused in a cellular mobile radio system employing the
Alamouti STBC if the channel is time-varying due to motion of the mobile
station [8].

C. Frequency-Offset Estimates Available at the Receiver

In the sequel, it is assumed that estimates ü "ù �þ of the fre-
quency offsets ü ù �þ are available at the receiver, whereü "ù �þ �í ü ù �þ û 6�þ � (12)

In the case of a single Rx antenna, the above receiver may then
be modified such that the matrix
� 7 õ�� �í � � � ò � 8��� ��� ï�� � ò � 8��� ���� �� � ò�� 8��� ��� � � � � ò�� 8��� ��� � � � (13)

is used in order to perform the symbol detection according to

(3), where
"� �þ õ�� í ö÷ ü "ù �þ �� í ö÷ øü ù �þ û 6�þ ÿ �� , and in

the case of two Rx antennas the matrix
� 7 õ�� í ����
� � ò � 8��� ��� ï�� � ò � 8��� ���� �� � ò�� 8��� ��� � � � � ò�� 8��� ��� ��� � ò � 8��� ��� ï��� � ò � 8��� ���� ��� � ò�� 8��� ��� � � �� � ò�� 8��� ��� �

��� � (14)

In this case, "# õ�� í $ 
�%7 õ�� 
� õ�� # õ�� û 9' õ� � � (15)

where 
�%7 õ�� 
� õ�� �í � : õ�� ;  õ��;� õ�� :� õ�� � (16)

and 9' õ�� í 
�%7 õ�� ' õ�� � (17)

In the case of a single Rx antenna, one obtains: õ�� í 1�  1� � ò���< 7���= û 1�� 1� � ò ��< 7�� >�� ?=:� õ�� í 1�  1� � ò ��< 7�� >�� ?= û 1�� 1� � ò���< 7���= (18)

;  õ�� í ���� 2ò � > 8��� ��� ����� ��� �? ï ò � >��� ���� 8��� ���?3; � õ�� í ���� 2ò � > 8� �� ��� ����� ��� �? ï ò � >� �� ���� 8��� ���?3 �
The expressions for the case of two Rx antennas are given in
the Appendix.

It is important to note that the modified noise term 9' õ�� is not
white anymore, since its auto-correlation matrix is given by@ AB AB í C �D � 
�%7 õ�� 
� 7 õ� � í C �D � � E 
;  õ��
; � õ�� E � � (19)

where

;  õ� � and


;� õ�� are in principle given by the expressions

for ;  õ�� and ;� õ� �, with the only difference that in

;  õ� � and
;� õ�� all phase-terms ��þ õ�� are estimates. For example, given

one Rx antenna,
;  õ�� í ���� 2ò � > 8��� ��� �� 8��� ��� �? ï ò � > 8��� ���� 8��� ���?3 �
If all frequency offsets involved are perfectly known at the re-
ceiver, i.e., 6�þ F ! for all � � ñ , then one obtainsGìH7IJ KL 
�%7 õ�� 
� õ�� í 
�% õ�� 
� õ�� í � E M õ� �M � õ� � E � � (20)



where in the case of a single Rx antennaN OP Q R STUUSVU WXY Z[\] ^_` Uab[]] ^_` Uac d XY Z[\] ^_ab[]] ^_ace f
(21)

For the case of two Rx antennas, see the Appendix.

Note that, although all frequency offsets are perfectly known
at the receiver, the soft estimate gh OPQ is still erroneous if ijUU kRijVU. Also, the noise term lmn opq r s tu OPQ is not white, sincev wx wx R y Vz { |}~ OPQ |} OPQ

(22)

is not diagonal (cf. (20)).

D. Example for the Influence of the Frequency Offsets

In the following, the influence of the frequency offsets on
the soft estimate gh OP Q of the data symbol vector

h OPQ
shall be

illustrated for the case of one Rx antenna. The nominal carrier
frequency is assumed to be j� R ��

GHz and the frequency
offsets6 are ijUU R ��

ppm and ijVU R d�
ppm w.r.t. j� . The

symbol duration � is set to
� f� �

s, QPSK mapping (� R �
) is

assumed, and a block length of � R ���
symbols.

Fig. 4 a)-c) shows the influence of the frequency offsets for
several cases. For a constant channel matrix with

SUU R SVU R �
,

and even time indices, the soft estimates g� OP � ��Q
are de-

picted within the complex plane (
�

integer), for � ���s � � .
The corresponding symbol error probabilities are as well de-
picted. At each even time index, the same symbol � OP � ��Q RX�� Om � ��Q is transmitted. In Fig. 4 a) and b), the frequency off-
sets are unknown at the receiver. In Fig. 4 a), at each odd time
index the same symbol

� OP�����Q R X�� Om � ��Q is transmitted,
which yields a regular structure within the complex plane. As
opposed to this, in Fig. 4 b) the symbols

� OP�����Q
transmitted

at odd time indices are chosen randomly. Obviously, the fre-
quency offsets severely affect the quality of the soft estimates.
In Fig. 4 c), the frequency offsets are perfectly known at the
receiver. In turn, the symbols � OP � �� � �Q

transmitted at odd
time indices are chosen randomly. Clearly, the soft estimatesg� OP � ��Q are significantly improved if the frequency offsets are
perfectly known at the receiver (cf. Fig. 4 b) and c)). However,
they are still erroneous (cf. (20)).

V. BIT ERROR PROBABILITY

In this section, analytical expressions for the bit error prob-
ability are derived, for the example of QPSK (� R �

) and a
quasi-static frequency-flat fading channel. To start with, a sin-
gle data block shall be considered in the following.

Let �U_ and �V_ denote the first and the second bit mapped
on the quaternary symbol � OPQ (��U_ �V_ � �� � OPQ) and let g� OP Q
denote the corresponding soft estimate. Gray mapping of the
bits is assumed according to���� �� X�� Om � ��Q �� �� �� X�� Om �� ��Q���� �� X�� Om �� ��Q ���� �� X�� Om �� ��Q f�

For state-of-the-art LOs, it is realistic to assume an absolute frequency offset�
10ppm w.r.t. �� . Therefore, �� ¡ may be assumed to be within ¢£¤ppm

w.r.t. �� for all ¥ ¦ § .

Let ¨©ª OP Q fR «X� g� OPQ � and ¨¬ OP Q fR ®n � g� OPQ � denote the real
and the imaginary part of g� OPQ for ����s � � , respectively.
The bit error probability for �U_ is given by [19, Ch. 5.2]¯°U OPQ R ± ²³´� ¨V¬ OP Qµ � ��s ¶· ¸ (23)

if the imaginary parts of � OPQ and g� OPQ have equal signs, other-
wise by ¯°U OPQ R ¹± ²³´� ¨V¬ OP Qµ � ��s ¶· ¸ (24)

where ± º�» R �¼�� ½ ¾¿ X�� ÀdÁ V� Â ÃÁ (25)

and
¹± º�» R � d ± º�»

. In the case of two Rx antennas, � ���s
in (23) and (24) is per Rx antenna. Likewise, the bit error prob-
ability for �V_ is given by¯°V OPQ R ± ²³´� ¨V©ª OP Qµ � ��s ¶· ¸ (26)

if the real parts of � OPQ and g� OP Q have equal signs, otherwise by¯°V OPQ R ¹± ²³´� ¨V©ª OP Qµ � ��s ¶· f
(27)

In the following, analytical expressions for the distances ¨©ª OP Q
and ¨¬ OPQ are developed for different cases. In the case of ideal
LOs (Section IV-A), one obtains¨©ª OP Q R Ä µ «X�� OPQ � ¸ ¨¬ OP Q R Ä µ ®n �� OPQ � f (28)

In the case of non-ideal LOs, one has to distinguish between
even and odd time indices. If the frequency offsets are unknown
at the receiver (Section IV-B), ¨©ª OfQ and ¨¬ OfQ are given by¨©ª OP Q R Ä «X � Å U OPQ � OP Q � ÆU OP Q � T OP � �Q �¨¬ OP Q R Ä ®n � Å U OPQ � OP Q � ÆU OP Q � T OP � �Q � (29)¨©ª OP � �Q R Ä «X � Æ TV OP Q � T OP Q � Å TV OP Q � OP � �Q �¨¬ OP � �Q R Ä ®n � Æ TV OP Q � T OP Q � Å TV OP Q � OP � �Q � f
If the frequency offsets are perfectly known at the receiver (Sec-
tion IV-C), one finds that¨©ª OP Q R Ä «X� µ � OPQ � N OP Q � T OP � �Q �¨¬ OPQ R Ä ®n � µ � OPQ � N OPQ � T OP � �Q � (30)¨©ª OP � �Q R Ä «X� N OPQ � T OP Q � µ � OP � �Q �¨¬ OP � �Q R Ä ®n � N OPQ � T OP Q � µ � OP � �Q � f
The expectation of the bit error probability

¯°Ç OP Q
(È R �¸ �)

with respect to the channel coefficients is given by¹̄° Ç OP Q R ½ É Ê ºË » ¯°Ç OP Q ÃË ¸ (31)
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Fig. 4. Influence of the frequency offsets for different cases: Soft estimates �� �� � ��� within the complex plane (
�

integer) and corresponding symbol error
probabilities (���� � ��ppm, ���� �  !ppm w.r.t. �" � �# GHz, � �� � ��� � $%& �' ( )*� for each even time index, +, )-. / 0

) a) frequency offsets
unknown at the receiver, same symbol

� �� � �� � �� � $%& �' ( )*� transmitted at each odd time index b) frequency offsets unknown at the receiver, symbols� �� � �� � �� chosen randomly c) frequency offsets perfectly known at the receiver, symbols
� �� � �� � �� chosen randomly.

where 1 2 34 5 denotes the joint pdf of the channel coefficients.
The integral is over all possible realizations of 4.The overall
average bit error probability, given blocks of 6 QPSK symbols,
results as 789 : ;<6

=>?@A
789A BC D E 789F BC D G (32)

VI. SIMULATION RESULTS

In the following, the performance loss shall be illustrated
which occurs in the case of perfect and non-perfect knowledge
of the frequency-offsets at the receiver. The simulation setup
corresponds to that in Section III-B. The simulation results are
restricted to the case of a single Rx antenna. For the quasi-
static frequency-flat Rician fading channel model, a Rice fac-
tor of H : I JK

was assumed. The simulation results were
obtained by means of Monte-Carlo simulations over ;I GIII
blocks, where each block contained 6 : ;II QPSK symbols.
At the receiver, the channel coefficients were perfectly known
at the beginning of each block, i.e., the observed performance
degradations are solely due to the time-varying phase caused
by the frequency offsets. The symbol duration was chosen asL : I G; Ms.

Fig. 5 shows the average BERs as a function of NOP6Q re-
sulting for several cases, given frequency offsets RSAA : ;Tppm
and RSFA : UV

ppm w.r.t. the carrier frequency SW : <I
GHz.

The BER curves for the (1x1)-system and for the Alamouti
STBC in the case of ideal oscillators are included as a ref-
erence (solid lines). The dashed lines represent the extreme

cases of unknown frequency offsets at the receiver and perfect
knowledge of the frequency offsets. The corresponding analyt-
ical curves obtained on the basis of Section V are as well in-
cluded. The average bit error probability according to (31) and
(32) was computed by averaging over ;I GIII realizations of the
channel coefficients. As can be seen, simulative and analytical
curves are in good accordance. For perfect knowledge of the
frequency offsets at the receiver, the BER performance is very
close to the case of ideal oscillators despite the loss of orthogo-
nality, i.e., the influence of the secondary diagonal elements in
(20) is rather small. When the frequency offsets are unknown,
however, a huge average BER of about

I GT results for all SNR
values. Finally, the dotted lines represent the case where non-
perfect estimates of the frequency offsets are available at the
receiver. If only a single frequency-offset estimate is noisy, the
effect is rather small. Given an error of +5 per cent concerning
the estimate of the first frequency offset, the performance loss
with respect to the case of perfect knowledge is less than 1 dB
at a BER of ;IXF . However, if both frequency-offset estimates
are subject to an error of +5 per cent, a significant performance
degradation results.

VII. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, the novel possible application of the Alamouti
scheme as a switchless alternative in resilient microwave radio
links has been investigated. For the application example of a
wireless interconnection of two base stations within a cellular
mobile radio network, it has been demonstrated that significant
diversity gains are accomplished under realistic assumptions.
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Fig. 5. Simulative and analytical results illustrating the performance loss
which occurs in the case of perfect and non-perfect knowledge of the frequency-
offsets at the receiver (frequency offsets YZ[[ \ ]^ppm and YZ_[ \ `appm
w.r.t. the carrier frequency Zb \ cd GHz).

The influence of frequency offsets has been investigated. Due
to the resilient Tx/Rx structure, two different frequency offsets
typically occur at either Tx/Rx antenna. It has been shown that
these frequency offsets severely affect the quality of the soft es-
timates of the transmitted data symbols at the receiver. The soft
estimates can be significantly improved if the receiver has per-
fect knowledge of the frequency offsets. However, a complete
compensation for the influence of the frequency offsets is still
not accomplished.

APPENDIX

For the case of two Rx antennas, one obtains the following
expressions for the matrix entries e fgh ij k and lfgh ij k in (10):

e f ijk m noff nh p q rstt uvw x nohf nh p qyrszt uv{ fwx nofh nh p q rstz uvw x nohh nh p qyrszz uv{ fwe h ij k m noff nh p q yrs tt uv{ fw x nohf nh p qrszt uvwx nofh nh p q yrs tz uv{ fw x nohh nh p qrszz uvwlf ij k m o|ffohf }qyrstt uv{ fw ~ qrszt uvw �
x o|fh ohh }qyrstz uv{ fw ~ qrszz uvw �

lh ij k m offo|hf }qyrszt uv{ fw ~ qrs tt uvw �
x ofh o|hh }qyrszz uv{ fw ~ qrs tz uvw � �

For the matrix entries �fgh ij k and � fgh ij k in (16), one finds

�f ijk m noff nh p q yrh� �ttv� x nohf nh p qrh� �zt �v{ f��x nofh nh p q yrh� �tz v� x nohh nh p qrh� �zz �v{ f���h ij k m noff nh p q rh� �tt �v{ f�� x nohf nh p q yrh� �ztv�x nofh nh p q rh� �tz �v{ f�� x nohh nh p q yrh� �zz v�

� f ij k m o|ffohf }qr � �szt uv{ fwystt uv{ fw� ~ qr �szt uvwy �stt uvw��
x o|fhohh }qr � �szz uv{ fwystz uv{ fw� ~ qr �szz uvwy �stz uvw��

� h ijk m offo|hf }qr � �s tt uv{ fwyszt uv{ fw� ~ qr �s tt uvwy �szt uvw��
x ofho|hh }qr � �s tz uv{ fwyszz uv{ fw� ~ qr �s tz uvwy �szz uvw�� �

The matrix entry � ij k in (20) is given by

� ij k m o|ffohf }qr �szt uv{ fwystt uv{ fw� ~ qr �szt uvwystt uvw��
x o|fhohh }qr �szz uv{ fwystz uv{ fw� ~ qr �szz uvwystz uvw�� �
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